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2024 Mainstage Season

Rodger’s & Hammerstein’s Cinderella (Broadway Version)
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s Cinderella is the new Broadway adaptation of the classic musical. This contemporary take on the classic tale
features Rodgers & Hammerstein’s most beloved songs, including “In My Own Little Corner,” “Impossible/It’s Possible,” and “Ten Minutes
Ago,” alongside an up-to-date, hilarious and romantic libretto by Tony Award-nominee Douglas Carter Beane. Join us for this timeless
fairytale of a young woman forced into a life of servitude by her cruel stepmother and self-centered stepsisters, who dreams of a better
life. With the help of her Fairy Godmother, Cinderella is transformed into a Princess and finds her Prince.

Ghost the Musical 
Ghost the Musical is a timeless fantasy about the power of love. Longtime couple Sam and Molly are happily in love and living together
in Brooklyn. Walking back to their apartment one night, they are attacked, leaving Sam murdered on a dark street. Sam is trapped
between this world and the next as a ghost and unable to leave Molly - who he quickly learns is in grave danger. With the help of a
storefront psychic named Oda Mae Brown, Sam tries to communicate with Molly in the hope of protecting her. Featuring such popular
songs as “With You” and the Righteous Brothers’ classic “Unchained Melody,” this powerful love story is sure to become a fan favorite.

Ragtime the Musical 
At the dawn of a new century, everything is changing… and anything is possible. Set in the volatile melting pot of turn-of-the-century
New York, three distinctly American tales are woven together – that of a stifled upper-class wife, a determined Jewish immigrant, and a
daring young Harlem musician – united by their courage, compassion, and belief in the promise of the future. Together, they confront
history's timeless contradictions of wealth and poverty, freedom and prejudice, hope, and despair, and what it means to live in America.
The Tony-winning score is just as diverse as the melting pot of America itself, drawing upon many musical styles, from the ragtime
rhythms of Harlem and Tin Pan Alley to the klezmer of the Lower East Side, from bold brass band marches to delicate waltzes, from up-
tempo banjo tunes to period parlor songs and expansive anthems. A truly unique and powerful portrait of America, Ragtime is sure to
inspire actors and audiences alike.

Secret Summer Musical!
A group of eccentric Broadway stars are in desperate need of a new stage. So when they hear that trouble is brewing in a small-town,
they know that it’s time to put a spotlight on the issue... and themselves. On a mission to transform lives, Broadway’s brassiest join forces
with a courageous girl and the town’s citizens and the result is love that brings them all together. Don’t hold your breath... we’re going to
announce this show on November 1, 2023. Check your social media for the announcement of this big title coming to the Broadway
Theatre of Pitman.

9 TO 5, The Musical 
9 to 5 The Musical, with music and lyrics by Dolly Parton and book by Patricia Resnick, is based on the seminal 1980 hit movie. Set in the
late 1970s, this hilarious story of friendship and revenge in the Rolodex era is outrageous, thought-provoking, and even a little romantic.
Pushed to the boiling point, three female coworkers concoct a plan to get even with the sexist, egotistically lying, hypocritical bigot they
call their boss. In a hilarious turn of events, Violet, Judy and Doralee live out their wildest fantasy – giving their boss the boot. While Hart
remains "otherwise engaged," the women give their workplace a dream makeover, taking control of the company that had always kept
them down. Hey, a girl can scheme, can't she?

Kinky Boots
Based on the 2005 film and inspired by a true story, Kinky Boots follows Charlie Price, an aspiring young businessman who is forced to
give up his dreams of living the London city life in order to save his late father’s family business in Northern England. When Charlie
suddenly inherits his father’s bankrupt shoe factory, he finds unexpected inspiration in the form of Lola a fabulous entertainer in need of
some sturdy stilettos. As Charlie and Lola work to turn the factory around, this unlikely pair finds that they have more in common than
they ever dreamed possible, and discovers that when you change your mind about someone, you can change your whole world.
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